LILYAN PETROV
UI/UX designer with a passion for solving
design problems and writing clean code.

2016-2021 * UI/UX Designer * at GVC/Entain Group former LadbrokesCoral / GalaCoral
Working on some of the largest in-house
consumer-facing web/native solutions in the gaming
industry. Over 5 years of constant production,
iteration and testing of new design features, as
well as shipping and expanding to various new
markets in Europe and most recently the US a.k.a
MGM Casino & Resorts. 


- Storyboarding, prototyping, building mockups and
style guides, UI kits and written documentation is
part of my everyday work.


-Creating and deploying micro-interaction prototypes
for targetted user testing.


- Developed, planned and organised the design
process cross-teams from design, asset delivery and
development.


* Since joining and surviving 3 mergers, my team and
I helped push the digital part of the business by
over 50% through 2018 and onwards, COVID did not
slow
us down
2013-2015
*UIeither.
Designer * Appitized
Working in
challenges
the labels
HMRC Bank,

a fast-paced environment with a lot of
and a wide portfolio of industries. Some of
I had my hands in; Barclays Bank, Reebook,
NHS Health and Jaguar Auto.  



lilyan@lilyan-petrov.co.uk 

lilyan-petrov.co.uk

BA in Advertising & Design.
United Kingdom.
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* As my best achievement whilst there, I developed a
design workflow for automated delivery of design assets
via Github to my dev team abroad. It cut native apps
deployment by (35% based on app analytics) as
developers pulled my asset repository without the need
to open a new ticket request.

2011-2013 * UI Designer * Aqueous Digital
Design of primarily web-based solution.

 

- Interface concepts for HTTP services.

- Web UI Kits (HTML, CSS, WordPress).

- Provided delivery spec to PM’s, reviewing designs with
stakeholders to help polish new concepts.


* My achievement there was the implementation of a more
efficient design system, as the team was growing fast and
we needed to reduce the learning curve and complexity of
the current design system, I made a more adaptable UI
guide along with an updated Sketch and Figma libraries to
help get everyone up to speed.
2006-2011 * Freelance Designer & self-taught code writer.

